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Ottawa’s Urban Growth Plan 

A Brief from The Council on Aging of Ottawa 

for the May 11th Committee Meeting 

The Council on Aging of Ottawa wishes to add its voice to others who are resisting enlarging the 

City’s urban boundary. There are several reasons for this which we would like to emphasize.   

We have been working with the City for some time on the development of policies for an Age 

Friendly Ottawa. A critical aspect of our city being age-friendly is that we have an appropriate 

built environment, including the housing stock. We are disappointed with the very short time 

available to digest and develop our comments on this important decision on boundaries. It is 

already apparent to us, however, that expanding the urban boundary is very unlikely to 

enhance the age-friendliness of our city.   

Any increase in lower density housing, especially outside the current urban boundary, is 

detrimental for seniors in at least two important ways. First, with the projected substantial 

aging of Ottawa’s population, there will be an increasing number of seniors who will no longer 

be driving automobiles and will be stuck in locations where basic services and amenities are 

inaccessible. Second, as these individuals are increasingly in need of home care services, it will 

be much more expensive for their personal support workers to attend to many spread out 

locations. To the extent that there are more clustered dwelling options available, all located 

close to services and amenities – what the staff report refers to as “15-minute communities” – 

both problems would be mitigated. Further, the rapidly growing needs for nursing homes could, 

to some degree, be offset if home care could be more efficiently delivered.   

We are not persuaded that the current city limits are inadequate to accommodate projected 

demographic needs if development is well designed. On the other hand, more dispersed urban 

growth, inevitably biased toward roads and cars, is surely not compatible with the needs for 

people-oriented, livable neighbourhoods. We agree with the broad principle in the City’s 

proposals of the need to create a safe and walkable built environment by not isolating people in 

car-dependent conventional suburbs. This is especially true for an aging population. 

The current pandemic shines an unprecedented light on nursing homes specifically, and 

congregate or collective dwellings more generally, as very high-risk locations for the spread of 
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infection.  One result of substituting more efficient home care for congregate housing like 

nursing homes would be fewer seniors at risk of epidemic infections. 

Given these major concerns for Ottawa’s aging population, where your own projections show 

the proportion of seniors  in the population is expected to increase by 38% over the 25-year 

planning horizon (Figure 7 in main text, Figure 13 in Doc 1 on Strategy; see below), we are most 

disappointed that the voluminous material provided to your committees and to City Council 

completely omits collective dwellings (page 22).  Further, the analysis does not appear to take 

any account of the fact that as people age, they typically downsize their dwellings. The mix of 

needed dwelling types by size (e.g. number of bedrooms) appears not to have taken full 

account of the projected and accelerating changes in Ottawa’s population age structure. 

An Age-Friendly Ottawa would clearly benefit from “smart intensification.” An example is 

intensification that builds more mid-rise multi-unit dwellings accommodating a mix of age 

groups and family types in walkable areas.  These kinds of dwellings have been successful in a 

number of Scandinavian cities.  We believe that any expansion at all of the urban boundary 

would reduce the prospects of creating these kinds of age-friendly housing arrangements. 

The Ottawa Council on Aging is therefore deeply concerned that any expansion of the urban 

boundary, the decision before Council this month, would push Ottawa in the wrong 

development direction for being age-friendly.   

We remain, of course, supportive of significant changes to urban designs that make local 

environments more liveable.   

To this end, and given the serious gap in the materials provided to City Council for this 

important decision, we urge you to extend your intensification planning to include explicitly 

detailed and rigorous analysis that links the age structure of the projected population not only 

to new dwelling construction but also to the characteristics of the existing stock of housing, and 

to do so including nursing homes and other collective dwellings.  Compatible adjustments to 

streets and transport, and to parks, recreational and other amenities all come into play as well. 

We hope to have the opportunity to explore these urban design needs and options further, as 

the City proceeds with its planning for Ottawa’s better future.   

Approved by the Executive Committee on May 5, 2020 

 

Nicole Robert 

Chair, Board of Directors 

coa@ocoaottawa.ca 

613-789-3577  

mailto:coa@ocoaottawa.ca
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Annex – Selected Images 

 

 

The following text and graph are taken from “Document 1”, page 17.  The reference in the text 

to “preferences” is a bit much – the kinds of dwellings people occupy are driven at least as 

much by the supply, which in turn is driven by the developers’ efforts to maximize profits 

subject to whatever zoning or intensification constraints have been imposed by the City.   Same 

with “desire” in the last sentence.   

Note that there is quite an increase in the fraction of the elderly population are living in single-

detached dwellings, while apartment living has declined especially at higher ages.  This is the 

opposite of what is needed.  
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Following is a map of vacant land currently available within the urban boundary.  N.B. this map 

was not included in the package for City Council.  (The legend is reproduced in a larger size 

below.) 
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The City has engaged an architect to illustrate one option for infill housing, the kind for which 

Denley in the April 29 Ottawa Citizen is raising alarms.  These are shown below.  But there are 

many other options. 
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Finally, here are three images from a recent presentation given by Michael Wolfson on the 

Ottawa Official Plan to Ecology Ottawa (October 2019) 

How easy would it be to “age in place” here, especially without a driver’s license? 

Is This What We Mean by “Walkability”? 
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How much more convivial would it be to live (without a car) in dwellings like these? 

And how much more efficient would it be to provide home care and various services? 

 


